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Notice  
to Readers 

Laws are constantly changing. Every effort is 
made to keep this publication as current as 
possible. However, the authors, the publisher, 
and the vendor of this book make no represen-
tations or warranties regarding the outcome or 
the use to which the information in this book 
is put and are not assuming any liability for 
any claims, losses, or damages arising out of 
the use of this book. The reader should not rely 
on the authors or the publisher of this book for 
any professional advice. Please be sure that you 
have the most recent edition.
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Congratulations! We want to acknowledge you 
right from the start, as your choice to open this 
book puts you in a very unique group of people 
who are proactively considering their particular 
blended family’s future needs and well-being 
after the time of their deaths. 

Even though it is well-known that there is a 
potential cost of not creating a formalized estate 
plan, the percentage of people who have their 
planning documents in good working order 
remains dramatically low. Only 45 percent of 
all adult Americans have a will according to a 
research study conducted from 2004 to 2007 
by Harris Interactive® for Martindale-Hubbell®. 
Awareness of the issue brings you 80 per-
cent closer to success; the remaining 20 percent 
comes from taking the necessary, informed ac-
tions towards accomplishing your goals.

We, the authors, are strong proponents of 
starting with the end in mind, and we meet our 

clients exactly where they are. With more 
than 50 years of combined experience 
working with blended and step-family 
dynamics and estate planning, we’ve 
discovered some key distinctions and 
practices that allow you to develop your 

strategy and plan in conjunction with 
your advisors in a way that will address 

your particular, unique family needs and 
goals. Our purpose is to address the com-
plexities that blended families face in 
estate planning, and to allow you to be 
informed in a way that promotes deci-
sions that truly work for all the members 
of your family, further strengthening 
your bonds and connections during your 
life and long after your passing.

This book is not an introduction to 
estate planning (although we’ve cer-

tainly explained some of the basics). There 
are plenty of books that explain estate 

Preface 
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planning at varying levels of complexity — our 
favorites can be found in the Resources section 
on the CD. However, very little has been written 
to date on estate planning for “blended” fami-
lies — also known as “step-families.” In this 
book, we’ll refer to them as blended families, as 
we consider these terms interchangeable.

The purpose of this book is to address in de-
tail the nuances of estate planning for blended 
families and to help them meet their goals, 
address their concerns, and address their par-
ticular issues with their estate planner. Com-
munication is the key to good estate planning.

Benjamin Disraeli once said: “There are 
three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and sta-
tistics.” With Disraeli’s quote in mind, we also 
feel it is important to give a nod to the United 
States Census Bureau’s data that contains 
some interesting statistics concerning blended 
families. Approximately 1,300 blended families 
are formed every day in the US. It is estimated 
that more than 50 percent of all families in the 
US contain partners that are either remarried 
or recoupled. The 1990 census estimated that 
there would be more blended families than 
regular families by the year 2000, meaning 
that there are likely now more blended families 
than any other type of family.

It is estimated that approximately 30 percent 
of marriages in the US are remarriages for one 
or both partners. The marriage statistics for 
blended family couples are grim: 60 percent 
of second marriages and 73 percent of third 
marriages end in divorce, which exceeds the 

50 percent divorce rate for single-marriage 
couples. While we all want to enter into our 
first, second, or third (or more) marriages and 
partnerships believing we can beat the odds, 
these very real statistics must be taken into 
consideration in your estate planning. 

While irrevocable estate planning can be a use-
ful tool, it is generally not recommended for 
blended couples because of the larger possibility 
of splitting up. The regret and high cost in legal 
fees to attempt to reverse irrevocable decisions 
can have a dramatic impact on the future well-
being of the estate for those you want to benefit 
from it the most. See Chapter 9 for more infor-
mation about irrevocable estate planning.

This book will discuss many topics that relate 
to estate planning for blended families. We in-
tend that the book be used as a reference guide 
for attorneys and regular folks alike. It can be 
read sequentially, or you can choose chapters 
and topics that are most relevant to you at the 
time. The materials on the CD are intended as 
supplemental resources. Estate planning for 
the blended family is hard enough. We wanted 
to do our part to make it a bit easier to navigate. 

Part I focuses on the basics of estate plan-
ning for the blended family. In Part II, we 
tackle planning issues that impact blended 
families. Part III offers observations and sug-
gestions based on years of experience working 
with blended family estate-planning issues. In 
particular, Chapter 12 discusses possible estate 
plans for a number of blended family scenarios.
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This introduction will define terms that you will 
need to know as you work through your estate 
planning. We will also give you some examples 
of blended families, which you’ll see again in 
Chapter 12. We’ll conclude this chapter with an 
attempt to frighten you about the perils of intes-
tacy for the blended family, which will hopefully 
move you to action on your estate planning! 
Never underestimate the importance of estate 
planning — especially for the blended family.

 1. Definition of Estate Planning
Estate planning is a process that does not end 
completely until death. Estate planning is every 
bit as much of a process as life itself.

You can do estate planning without even real-
izing it. For example, when you buy real estate, 
you are doing estate planning by how you title 
the property. When you buy life insurance or 
get a new job and fill out the beneficiary desig-

nations for your employee benefits, you’re 
doing estate planning. Sometimes, when 
you open a bank or brokerage account, 
you are doing estate planning as well. 

Don’t get distressed about the never-
ending nature of the estate-planning 

process. By the fact that you’ve chosen to 
read this book, you’re showing you know 

how important it is to accomplish all that 
you can today in your estate planning. 
We also know, without a doubt, that 
you’ll feel better when you take action 
and complete and sign your important 
documents. You’re giving yourself and 
your family peace of mind and assur-
ances that would not otherwise be there. 
It would be unfortunate, costly, and un-
necessarily painful for those you leave 
behind if you were to die unexpectedly 

without an estate plan or with unsigned 
drafts of estate-planning documents.

Introduction 
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xiv   Estate planning for the blended family

Our purpose is to bring to light all the vari-
ous sections of estate planning you will want to 
consider and the ramifications of your choices. 
We will also show you that your documents 
and decisions will likely need to be updated and 
changed over time as your family grows 
and evolves so that you can have your assets and 
your values be fully expressed and utilized dur-
ing and after your lifetime.

Unsigned documents don’t count!

Estate planning involves more than prepar-
ing a will. Your estate plan communicates your 
thoughts and desires about financial manage-
ment, health care, and property distributions 
through the drafting and execution of legal 
documents and beneficiary designations. 

Your estate plan involves periodic review and 
revision to reflect the changes that you will 
experience throughout your lifetime, such as a 
new child, divorce, remarriage, loss of a loved 
one, or other life-altering event. An estate plan 
should also be reviewed upon a major change 
in the law. We advise you to review your estate-
planning documents every year to see if your 
plan still outlines what you want to have hap-
pen at the time of your death. 

There is no reason to hire a professional to 
review the documents annually unless a major 
change has happened in your life. However, we 
advise that a professional review your estate 
plan about every five years to make sure you 
are taking full advantage of any legal changes.

 2. Definition of Blended Family
A blended family is one in which two people 
are partners and at least one of the partners 
has one or more children who are not birth 
children of the other partner. 

Note that we’ll be referring to the couple as 
“partners” and not as “spouses” throughout 
this book. The simple fact is that many people 
are opting, for a variety of reasons, to not get le-
gally married nowadays; yet, they are together 
as a couple. Some can’t legally marry, and some 
choose not to, yet they are together as a couple 
and may even have children from that relation-
ship or other relationships. In our opinion, it 
would have been an oversight to leave out any 
type of blended family of this book. 

We also believe it is important to consider 
two adults who are looking at mindfully ap-
proaching their last wishes and legacy plan-
ning as partners, and treat our clients in this 
manner. We have seen a lot of damage done 
to relationships by lawyers and other advisors 
working with individuals by not taking into 
consideration the concerns of the multifaceted 
partnership they comprise. 

2.1 Examples of blended families
The focus of this book is on the issues that 
arise with estate planning for blended families. 
Other books cover general estate planning and 
sophisticated methods and techniques of estate 
planning. They’re useful to read in conjunction 
with this book. Throughout this book we’ll 
discuss various estate-planning techniques and 
how those techniques work with blended fam-
ily dynamics. Let’s get started by exploring 
various blended family scenarios.

Blended families come in all shapes, sizes, 
and configurations. Perhaps the best known 
blended family is the make-believe The Brady 
Bunch of television fame. However, blended 
families can look quite different from The Brady 
Bunch. Consider the following six different 
examples, all of which are blended families 
(Chapter 12 goes into more detail about each 
of these types of blended families):
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three grown children in their 50s, 
marries Bambi, age 26, an impecu-
nious dance instructor who has a 
daughter, age 7. Franklin and Bambi 
would like to have a child of their 
own. Franklin has done a substantial 
amount of lifetime estate planning 
and he has given significant wealth to 
his children and grandchildren.

  6. Nontraditional Blended Family: 
Marie, age 46, and Angela, age 37, 
are a couple. As a single parent, Marie 
adopted a child, who is now 18. An-
gela, who has been divorced once, 
has a child, age 10, whom she is rais-
ing alone with only meager, sporadic 
child support. Marie stands to inherit 
money from her parents, but that may 
be in doubt due to her recent lifestyle 
choices. Angela has the greater income, 
and she owns the home that they live 
in, although both are contributing to 
the payment of the mortgage.

These are all examples of what blended fami-
lies can look like. These examples are not in-
tended to be exhaustive. There are many other 
examples of blended families, all of which have 
valid, vital concerns when it comes to making 
sure the needs of loved ones are addressed in 
life and after death. Even a quick consideration 
of each example demonstrates the diversity of 
blended families. In some of the examples, the 
couples have minor children living with them. 
Others do not. One couple has joint minor chil-
dren. One couple wants to have a child together. 
In a few of the examples, the couple has chil-
dren of a prior union living part time in their 
home, while other couples do not have to deal 
with part-time resident children. In two of the 
examples, the new partner is younger than 
the children of the other partner. 

  1. Yours, Mine, and Ours: Harry, age 
62 and divorced, marries Marge, age 48 
and divorced. Each has adult children 
from their prior marriages. Harry and 
Marge also have a minor son together. 
They have been married for 15 years 
and Marge stays at home to raise the 
child, while Harry works to support 
the family.

  2. Empty Nesters: Bill, age 72, is a wid-
ower with grown children, a pension, 
and he is the benefactor of his wife’s 
life insurance. Bill marries Marlene, 
age 72, who is a widow. The couple 
survives on Social Security, rental in-
come from Bill’s condo, and Bill’s IRA.

  3. Eat, Drink, and Remarry: John, 
age 63, marries Judith, age 35, as his 
fourth wife. John has some expensive 
alimony obligations to his first wife. 
He also has a son, age 37. Judith, who 
has been divorced twice, has two sons, 
ages 11 and 8, each with a different 
father, with whom she splits custody. 
Judith has substantially more wealth 
than John, while John has far greater 
income-earning potential as a profes-
sional. John and Judith have a sepa-
rate property prenuptial agreement.

  4. The Brady Bunch: Mike, age 40, a 
widower, has three sons. Mike mar-
ries Carol, age 38, a widow who has 
three daughters. They have no joint 
children. The children are all minors 
who live together. Mike owns his own 
business, and Carol has a substan-
tial separate estate that she inherited 
from her late first husband.

  5. May-December Relationship: Frank-
lin, age 80, a wealthy widower with 
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 3. The Perils of Intestacy

You have an estate plan even if you 
don’t deliberately and proactively create 
one.

What happens if you don’t do any estate plan-
ning? If the next few pages don’t scare you into 
doing some formalized estate planning, then 
perhaps nothing will. 

If you don’t do anything, it’s called intestacy 
(literally, being without or dying without a le-
gally valid will). You are probably unaware of it 
and its particular ramifications in blended fam-
ily situations. Under current law, intestacy tends 
to choose the surviving spouse as the recipient 
of the bulk of the property and usually puts the 
surviving spouse in control of the estate, which 
can be very challenging and potentially lead to 
hard feelings and possible litigation from any 
children of a prior union. You may have wanted 
your children to be considered and you may 
even have made promises to them verbally. In 
the past, the law strongly favored children of 
a deceased spouse over a subsequent spouse, 
but this is no longer the case even despite the 
increasing incidence of divorce.

In addition, if you are not married to your 
partner, you may well receive nothing under 
the intestacy laws of your state or province, al-
though this appears to be changing very slowly. 
It is still essential for unwed partners to do 
their estate planning if either wants the other 
partner to share in his or her estate.

Advisors with a narrow focus of what defines 
family and how to protect assets may miss the 
various ways individuals in blended families 
consider all the people in their lives to be part 
of their family. These concerns need to be taken 
into account in the estate-planning process.

Each of these examples presents very dif-
ferent estate-planning issues. In some of the 
examples, one partner has substantially more 
wealth than the other partner. If that partner 
dies first, should his or her entire estate be held 
for the surviving partner? This becomes even 
more complicated when taking into consider-
ation the disparate ages of adult children from 
a prior marriage and minor children from the 
current marriage, all of whom are concerned 
about how the estate will pan out for them — 
whether they say so or not. 

In other examples, one partner has substan-
tially greater earning capacity than the other. 
Should that earning capacity be cut off because 
of death and how will the other partner be sus-
tained financially? In one of the examples, one 
of the partners has very little financial experi-
ence. Who should manage her assets if she is 
the surviving partner? One of the couples has a 
prenuptial agreement. Is it consistent with the 
couple’s other estate-planning documents? In 
one of the examples, one partner has signifi-
cant obligations to former spouses. How will 
the obligations be affected should that partner 
die first? Simply put, there is no “one size fits 
all” estate plan for the blended family. Every 
estate plan for a blended family is different, 
and the concerns and goals of the families are 
undoubtedly different also.
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concerns); and where your partner may not 
even be allowed in your hospital room!

While disagreements could still occur with 
an advanced health-care directive in place, 
the directive states the person you wish to 
make the final decisions. Without an advanced 
health-care directive, you are doing your part-
ner no favors. 

Who will make a decision to discontinue life 
support if that is your wish? Again, your part-
ner and your children may make that decision, 
but they could encounter difficulties if family 
members disagree amongst themselves or if the 
doctor or hospital balks at the decision without 
a court order. Cases involving these situations 
have gone all the way to the United States Su-
preme Court, which can get very expensive both 
in legal and medical fees, not to mention how 
emotionally draining and charged these issues 
are. If you and your partner aren’t legally mar-
ried, your partner, who may know what your 
intentions are relative to being maintained on 
machines, may have no legal right to make deci-
sions on your behalf.

 5. Financial Decisions

Who will handle your business and 
financial affairs if you aren’t able to  
do so?

Without a durable power of attorney for property 
management, your loved ones will be stuck with 
the onerous court procedure (called conservator-
ship in the US), which applies to the management 
of property for someone who can’t manage his 
or her own property and who hasn’t appointed 
someone to represent him or her. Conservator-
ship is not only expensive, but it makes all your 
financial and personal information a matter of 

In the US, every state has its own laws of in-
testacy. These laws differ greatly from state to 
state. You can check out the intestacy laws of 
your state by going to www.mystatewill.com. 

In Canada, each province has its own 
intestacy laws. You can check out the in-
testacy laws of your province by going 
to www.professionalreferrals.ca/2005/10/
if-you-die-without-a-will-rules-of-intestate-
succession-in-canada. 

 4. Medical and End-of-Life Decisions

Who will make medical decisions for 
you if you cannot?

As bad as intestacy is, not doing any estate 
planning can actually be worse. Suppose you’re 
in a coma or you have dementia; if you don’t 
have an advanced health-care directive or power 
of attorney for health care (these names are in-
terchangeable — different names are used 
depending on where you live), your spouse, 
partner, parents, or children may have to make 
those decisions through a court procedure 
called guardianship. This adds complexity and 
cost to a situation that is already emotional and 
painful, and which could have been easily han-
dled with an advanced health-care directive. 

In a blended family, particularly one that is 
not close (e.g., the partners got together after 
the children became adults), health decisions 
can create a very difficult situation — your life 
is in the balance. For instance, your children 
may question your current partner’s motives in 
making certain health-care decisions for you. 
It could get even worse if you aren’t legally 
married. Your partner may have no say what-
soever; where the doctors might not even speak 
to your partner (due to patients’ privacy rights 
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When you purchase real estate as a married 
couple, you’re liable to get a joint-tenancy deed 
unless you specify that you don’t want it. This 
is because realtors and escrow officers generally 
do not understand the potential ramifications in 
blended families related to the various methods 
of owning real property. It is important to note 
that whether you live in a community-property 
state or common-law jurisdiction makes a big 
difference. It is essential in good estate planning 
for your estate planner to review the deeds to all 
real estate in order to determine how that prop-
erty will pass at death. The estate planner must 
see the deeds. He or she also needs to know how 
you want to go about addressing these very im-
portant concerns.

While joint tenancy helps take care of the sur-
viving partner, it could also impact the surviving 
children because the children of the first partner 
to die could lose out entirely on their inheri-
tances. The children who will most likely receive 
assets shared in joint tenancy are the children 
whose parent is the one who outlives the other. 
When animosity exists between partners and 
their stepchildren, this becomes a real concern. 

The intestacy laws used to favor the children, 
but today, they generally favor the surviving 
spouse, which may seem odd given the rate, 
ease, and speed of divorce. Again, with very 
few exceptions, if you and your partner aren’t 
legally married, the surviving, unmarried part-
ner will generally receive nothing, even if that 
partner has been a partner for a long time. 
Probate property is generally divided between 
the spouse and children, although in several 
jurisdictions, the spouse could receive it all. 
Very few partners in blended families want to 
die intestate because intestacy is rough justice. 
Moreover, for estates that will owe federal es-
tate tax, there can be adverse estate tax conse-
quences to dying intestate, primarily through 
loss of a marital deduction.

public record that anyone can access. Conserva-
torship can usually be avoided by a good durable 
power of attorney and/or a funded living trust, the 
latter of which we discuss in Chapter 9. 

There are things that a durable power of at-
torney can accomplish that probably can’t be 
done in a conservatorship proceeding. Again, 
an unmarried partner may have no recourse if 
you become incapacitated because the incapac-
itated partner’s children will have priority to be 
named conservators. Indeed, this contingency 
could render the unmarried partner homeless 
if the conservator sells the home in which the 
partner is living. (We wouldn’t include this 
grim scenario if we hadn’t witnessed it first-
hand.) Our commitment is to educate, inform, 
and do our part to mitigate unnecessary pain 
and suffering in the face of grief and loss.

If you die without any estate planning, who 
receives your assets and in what proportion 
will depend on what type of property it is and 
how it is titled. Property that passes by will 
or by intestacy is called probate property. This 
makes up a lot of what people have, such as 
personal property, vehicles, most bank ac-
counts, some real estate, stocks and bonds, 
and the like. 

If your property is titled as joint ten-
ants with rights of survivorship, the 
property won’t need to go through 
probate.

However, how property is titled will deter-
mine whether that property is subject to pro-
bate in your state or province. If property is 
titled as joint tenants with rights of survivorship, 
the property won’t go through probate but in-
stead will pass to the surviving joint tenant no 
matter what your will or trust says.
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which are called contingent beneficiaries. Many 
people don’t get around to naming contingent 
beneficiaries at all. These asset documents 
usually provide, buried in the boilerplate lan-
guage of the policy or plan document, that 
if your beneficiary doesn’t survive you, the 
proceeds pass to your estate. In other words, 
they become probate assets. As such, these as-
sets are subject to the same intestate problems 
discussed earlier concerning passing, pursuant 
to the state or province’s estate plan for you, 
(intestacy), not yours.

If this isn’t enough to get you motivated to 
get your documents in order, things actually 
can get worse. Usually, your creditors cannot 
reach non-probate assets. However, if these 
assets inadvertently become subject to probate 
because you didn’t name a contingent benefi-
ciary, your creditors could lay claim to these 
assets too. If these assets are retirement plans 
or IRAs, it gets even worse because income 
tax on the entire proceeds could be due a lot 
sooner than it would have had there been some 
thought given to contingent beneficiaries. 

Obtain advice from a professional when 
naming beneficiaries of non-probate 
property.

Although we discussed it earlier, it bears 
repeating: Property titled as joint tenants with 
rights of survivorship (or as tenants by the 
entirety) is also non-probate property. Again, 
if you want your children to get your part of 
that property, you better count on being the 
surviving partner for that to happen. Other-
wise, your children will receive nothing un-
less the other partner, who will have no legal 
obligation to your children, agrees after you’re 
dead to give them something. In estate plans 

5.1 Non-probate property
There is a classification of property commonly 
referred to as non-probate property. Non-probate 
property includes life insurance, annuities, re-
tirement plans, and US Individual Retirement 
Accounts (IRAs). However, it can also include 
pay-on-death (POD) accounts (sometimes re-
ferred to as transfer-on-death [TOD] accounts). 

Most non-probate property passes directly 
to the person named in a beneficiary form to 
receive the asset at your death. In other words, 
non-probate property doesn’t pass by will. Quite 
often, clients sign these beneficiary forms with-
out even realizing that they are doing estate 
planning, especially since most people don’t 
save copies of the beneficiary designation, and 
usually almost never think through the ramifi-
cations of the beneficiary designation. 

Take a minute and consider your current 
situation. Have you confirmed that your former 
spouse is no longer a beneficiary of your non-
probate property, which you aren’t required to 
and do not wish to leave to him or her? In most 
areas, if you die while a former spouse is still 
named as a beneficiary, that former spouse will 
be entitled to the proceeds of the account and 
there is nothing that anyone can do unless your 
former spouse willingly gives it up. Cases like 
this occur all the time so take action to prevent 
this from happening in your situation.

Name contingent beneficiaries for your 
non-probate property so that if your 
original beneficiary doesn’t survive you, 
your non-probate property won’t pass 
to your estate.

One area of non-probate property that gets 
frequently overlooked is backup beneficiaries, 
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Oftentimes, one of you may be the glue that 
keeps the blended family together. Guess what 
can happen after you die? Without a plan that 
is shared in advance in ways that honor all 
your loved ones, survivors often fight over vir-
tually nothing of value. Despite the fact that 
many partners in blended families believe 
that they must make an excruciating choice 
between their partners and their children in 
their estate planning, spelling out who you 
want to get your belongings is far superior to 
doing nothing and letting them fight about it 
after your death. There are ways to include all 
of them so that there is a sense of valuing the 
people in your life and what matters to them; 
this will do wonders to minimize arguments 
about “things.”

 7. Action Steps
  1. Review any estate-planning documents 

you have that are signed and legally 
binding. Do they reflect your current 
wishes and current family structure? 
Note any changes you see that need to 
be made and write down any questions 
that may have occurred to you by read-
ing this section. You may be consider-
ing some of the following questions: 

• Is our real estate in joint tenancy 
and is this taking care of both of 
our most important values and 
concerns?

• Who are the written beneficia-
ries of our individual and shared 
non-probate property? This in-
cludes life insurance, annuities, 
retirement plans and Registered 
Retirement Savings Plans (in 
Canada), IRAs (in the USA), and 
pay-on-death (POD) accounts. 
Are these the beneficiaries I want 

that don’t involve both partners and that 
don’t take into consideration all the concerns, 
this very rarely happens. 

When couples in blended families take the 
time to truly listen and understand each part-
ner’s motivations and concerns related to all the 
children in their lives, much can be done in 
the estate plan so that the surviving partner is 
well provided for, as are the wishes of how the 
estate could pass to the surviving children from 
prior relationships. We work with people to 
design scenarios and structures where there’s a 
win-win feeling, as opposed to the more adver-
sarial, protective, “mine versus yours mentality” 
that so often shows up. By keeping the “yours, 
mine, and ours” foremost in the conversation, 
new possibilities and solutions can emerge and 
everyone can have a sense of alignment.

 6. What Makes Estate Planning for 
Blended Families So Hard and 
So Necessary? 

Estate planning can be difficult even for people 
who have only had one partner. When 
people take on new partners, especially those 
who have children of their own, the complexi-
ties in estate planning multiply exponentially. 
While we know we’re stating the obvious, it is 
somehow overlooked in terms of taking action 
— every one of us is going to die. 

Many people believe that they don’t have 
enough possessions to do estate planning. 
However, everyone has something that some-
one else wants when they are gone. This could 
range from family keepsakes to family compa-
nies. While we use the term “blended families,” 
we’re well aware that in many instances your 
family can feel anything but blended, where 
there may be little or no relationship between 
your current partner and your children from 
previous relationships. 
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jobs more effectively and to your satisfaction 
— and it will save you a great deal of money. 
Make it a goal to have one aspect of your estate 
plan decided and signed every two to three 
months so that you are making regular, steady 
progress towards your overall goals.

Most couples know how important it is to do 
their estate planning and yet they tend to avoid 
that which is uncomfortable and that which 
they do not understand. Their fear of making 
a wrong or poor decision often causes them to 
take no action at all, which, as we’ve seen here, 
causes them to make a default decision to go to 
intestacy, which is not a choice anyone would 
want to make given the ramifications.

One coaching strategy we have seen work 
well for couples committed to making proactive 
choices for their legacy planning is to incorpo-
rate fun and rewards in the midst of the estate 
planning decision making. Some couples enjoy 
scheduling time on a Saturday afternoon, and 
then afterwards going out on a date as a reward. 
Other couples take their notebooks and re-
sources with them to a weekend getaway and 
spend time planning for their future as they also 
plan for what will happen after they die. 

Couples that are serious and want to ex-
pedite their process often hire consultants to 
keep them on target and to make sure they 
are addressing that which matters most to 
them in ways that they would not otherwise 
be aware. By having a committed relationship 
with ongoing scheduled meetings, there is ac-
countability along with an investment of time 
and money that helps you stay on track to get 
your goals achieved, which is similar to hiring 
a personal trainer when you want to seriously 
get into shape!

now? Do we have backup benefi-
ciaries named?

  2. Determine the status of your power 
of attorney and durable power of at-
torney or advanced health-care direc-
tives. Are they in place and with the 
people you want to be in those roles 
at this time? Are those people aware 
of their roles and what is required of 
them in those roles? Are they aware of 
your expressed wishes?

  3. Put all these relevant documents in a 
locked, protected file and make cop-
ies for both you and your partner. 
Make sure the relevant parties in 
your estate plan know where these 
documents are located. 

  4. Create a binder with tabs for each sec-
tion so that as you go about your estate 
planning, all the information you are 
gathering is easily accessible in one 
place for yourself, and for your family 
members, should something happen to 
you or your partner unexpectedly.

  5. Schedule specific appointments in 
your calendar where the two of you 
can tackle your estate-planning ques-
tions and concerns. If it’s scheduled, 
you’ll take action and it will get done! 

We recommend one to two hours every two 
weeks, or three to four hours once a month 
where you dedicate your focus and attention 
to your specific estate-planning questions until 
you determine answers and strategies that you 
can work with advisors in implementing. This 
will expedite your work with your attorney and 
accountant while also helping them do their 
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